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DEPTH DETERMINATION ON  BEACHES  BY «AVE VELOCITY METHODS. 

by 
R.  A.   Fuchs 

Introduction 

During World War II extensive applications were made of methods for de- 
termining water depths adjacent to ocean beaches by analyses of timed aerial 
photographs of the wares approaching the shore.  Since the bottom slopes found 
off sandy coasts are usually small, the observable wave characteristics were 
related to the water depth , h, by the formula $ 

e-Mfr «■*«** J* < (1) 

valid for small amplitude sinusoidal waves of wavelength L and period T, and 
velocity C in water of oonstant depth. 

Even a cursory examination of ocean waves, however, will reveal a oomplex 
pattern whioh is rarely similar to the idealized wave for which Equation (1) 
is valid, Jbr this reason alone one would expect appreciable differences be- 
tween computed and sounded depths. Suoh differences do occur in praotioe and 
in the present report we shall investigate to what extent this might be due 
to a departure from the idealised conditions. 

Complex Wave Systems 

Assume that for the region and time of interest the irregular ooean sur- 
face can be represented by the sum of sinusoidal waves of suitable amplitude, 
period, phase and direction of motion for each of whioh Equation (1) i* valid. 
Slnoe each of the waves travels with a velocity determined by its period and 
the depth of water, a resultant wave orest continually deforms as it moves. 
The term wave velocity applied to suoh a crest will be interpreted to mean the 
horizontal velooity of the relative maximum of the surfaoe profile.  It may 
be impossible to distinguish this relative maximum exactly in aerial photo- 
graphs and a different definition of wave velocity might be preferred.  This 
would be of some importance for relatively flat orests for which the orest 
position shifts rapidly. Horizontal (terrestrial) photographs of wave ve- 
locities may be erratic for this reason, as observed in data obtained for 
ooean wavns by Moffitt(^) and for laboratory waves by Sibul(2). 

The velocity of propagation of a sinusoidal wave of small steepness is 
practioally independent of wave amplitude.  In a complex wave system, however, 
the orest velocity depends strongly on the individual wave amplitudes as we 
shall see. Since stereophotography is generally considered to be too complex 
for depth determinations, it would then appear that the accurate analysis of 
a*rial photogrcphs for water depths must always be doomed to failure. We 
shall see, however, that certain waves may furnish better results than others. 

Numbers in parentheses refer to references listed at the end of this 
report. 
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The essential ideas involved can be exhibited by considering the sum of 
two sinusoidal naves of different amplitudes and periods. We assume that the 
waves are long-crested and travel in the same direotion in water of constant 
depth«  The argument involved is essentially the same for any finite number 
of component waves with a single exception, which will be noted.  The surface 
elevation at time t and at a distance x from a fixed vertical is assumed to be 
given by 

77 ( x, t) 1 a cos(kx- at) + b cos (lx- y t +<£) (2) 

where a and b are constant amplitudes of the components, O"2 = gk tonh kh, 
^ is a oonstant phase angle and h is the water depth.  Crests are located 
at points x0 for which   a' V    Uolt)      dz    T) (x»,t)   n   , i.e., 

ax w' a 

a v (x t) (3) 
 *Tj °    - a k sin ( k x0 - <r t) + b I sin (I x0 - y t + <f>) = 0 

-     ,y»Vt)  r ak2 cos(kx0 -at) +b I2 cos ( I xa-yt + 0) >0 . 
From the implicit relation  (3),  defining x0 as a function of t,  the horizontal 
orest velocity   d xo is found to be, 

d2 V Uct) 
P .   d x8   _ _      p x   d t      .   akacos(kx0-at)+bly ,:os (1 x„ - y t +   <f>) 

dt a    T] jx0,t)        ak? cos ikx   -at) -»-b I2 cos (lx  -yt  + <£ )     * 
ar* 

Notice that if b = 0    , a ^ 0, the wave motion o.s sinusoidal and the wave 
velocity is C ■ cr /k = L|/Tt where Li and T] are the wavelength and period of the 
wave, respectively.  This velocity is independent -f the wave amplitude a and 
verifies Equation (1) for a single sinusoidal wav   In general we see that C 
depends on the ratio of component amplitudes and is a complex function of x and 
t as well. 

Let us assume that of the two component velocities C]_r 0"/k and 03= y/1 , 
Ci is 'the larger.  Then one easily verifies, by cross multiplication, that at 
orest positions fcr which the second component wave with velocity C£ is above 
the still water level C < Ci, while at crests for which the first component 
is positive C2<C.  Now one will usually encounter the highest waves in a com- 
plex wave system when the component waves constructively reinforoe each other, 
i.e., both 77, ■ a COS (kx-at) and Tjz - b COs(lx-yt + <£)are positive.  *'or such 
crests we then have C2<C < 0j_«  This constructive reinforcement at crests is 
illustrated in Figure 1 by several examples taken from a report by Mathewson^J, 

If one finds, for example, periods of 10 to 12 seconds one would expect the 
orest velocities of the high waves to fall in the small interval between the 
velocities of the 10 and 12 second period waves. Small orests do not ne- 
oessarily satisfy the conditions that both components are positive and henoe 
their velocities may fall far outside of the interval Cg<C<Ci.  One can, 
by a suitable choice of amplitude ratio, periods, and depth of water, obtain 
crests whose velocities at some instant vanish.  Such phenomena have been ob- 
served in the laboratory for very flat crests.  Similar results are possible 
for three or more component waves.  If the largest velocity of a component is 
Ci and the smallest C2, then for crests at which all components constructively 
reinforoe each other C2<C<Ci» 
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In order to illustrate these results we consider two sinusoidal waves 
oi eqjal amplitude with periods of 5.23 and 5.86 seoonds in 20 feet of water. 
The correspondir* wavelengths are 116 and 131 feet and the wave velocities 
21.7 and 22.3 i\./8ec«» respectively.  Die resultant surface profile is plot- 
ted in Figure 2 for five instants 2.88 seconds apart.  The orest velocity, C, 
is obtained by dividing the distance traveled by a orest between successive 
graphs by 2.88 seconds*. Jhe wave length, L at a crest position is linearly 
interpolated, i.e., L  1^'2 where L^ and L^ are measured wave lengths on eithe 

side of the crest considered at the given instant.  fne period T is taken as 
an average of paricds before and after the instant considered.  Using L and C, 
Crest (2) in Figure 2 was found to give depths of 23.5, 23.0, 22.2 and 19.0 
feet for times, t, of -5.76, -2.8C, 0,  2.88 seconds, respectively; Cre«>t(3) 
gives depths of 22.5 and 26.0 feet for t ■ 0, 2.88 seconds; Crest (4) gives 
a depth of 18.1 feet for t ■ 0.  It was found that if crests are ohosen whose 
amplitudes are larger than l/lO of their maximum values, the oomputed depth is 
within 10 percent of the correct depth.  One sees, however, that considerable 
soatter of computed depths results from using small waves. 

In a complex wave system the term wave period loses its usual significance« 
Although it is possible to accurately measure a crest völooity, the period to 
be associated with it may be subject to considerable uncertainty.  If the 
period is sufficiently large for a fixed depth, this depth may be calculated 
rather accurately, as illustrated in Figure 3, since the depth is relatively 
insensitive to period ohanges. As a wave approaches shallow water, C ap- 
proaches ,/eh  , a result independent of period.  It is important to note that 
this latter equation can be derived quite independently of Equation (1), with- 
out the assumption of periodicity.  One would therefore expect that good re- 
sults can be had in depth analysis if long period waves are used, and that 
poorer results will generally result from use of short period waves.  To il- 
lustrate this point, we have plotted in Figure 3 several points taken from an 
analysis of aerial photographs of ocean waves by Moffittv4).  Since the depth 
rapidly changes with period in the immediate neighborhood of some of these 
points, one would expect to find relatively large errors in computed depth 
there, and this proves to be the case» 

Since the spread of velocities is greater in deep water than in shallow 
water for the same spread of periods, waves in deep water are more irregular 
than in shallow water.  Irregular waves in deep water rapidly deform as they 
move, eventually disappearing completely.  To illustrate this lack of per- 
manence of wave form and its dependence on depth, consider a wave system formed 
by adding two sinusoidal waves of periods 8 and 12 seconds.  The velocities 
of these waves in several v/ater depths are tabulated below; 

h nr 20' 50' 100' 

C 
ft/sec. 

T ■    8  sec. 23 33 39 

T ■ 12  sec. 24 37 48 

We see that in 100 feet of water the component crests rapidly separate 
and a crest may v/ell disappear.  On the other hand, in 50 feet of water the 
difference of velocities is so small that a crest preserves its identity until 
it breaks. A large fixed degree of deformation of a crest will occur when the 
larger period wave moves, relative to the smaller, one half of the wave length 
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of the smaller period wave.  For h = 100 feet the elapsed time is 17 sec, 
corresponding to a travel distanoe of 825 ft.  For h = 50 feet, the time is 
36 S€J. and the travel distanoe 1360 ft.  For h - 20 feet the time is 105 see 
and the distanoe is 2S00 ft.  Thus it appears quite likely that ocean waves 
will preserve their identity on a beach from say 50 feet depth up to the 
point of breaking.  It will be relatively easy to follow crests in shallow 
water and the problem of depth determination is thereby simplified. 

Fourier Analysis 

In view of the fact, just demonstrated, that the water depth can not be 
determined exactly from an analysis of timed aerial photographs of oomplex 
waves, it is of interest to see if the exact determination is possible if oom- 
plete data are available. For this purpose irregular waves were generated by 
manual operation of the wave flapper in the laboratory wave channel and con- 
tinuous readings of surface elevation were made at two points 3.47 feet apart 
in water of constant depth 2.21 feet. Let us assume that a wave reoord, as a 
funotion of time, t, is given over the finite interval -T<t<T and oan there- 
fore be represented in this interval by the Fourier series 

7) U, t) = -f-   + Y.    °s cos s W
T  

t  + bs sin 

where 

°s z  f J     ^K t) cos -1^-L d l ,   bs - -f- / 7] (x, t) sin i-^-L d t . 
-T "IT 

This equation for <n oan also be written in the form 

i?U,t)'f+ t      Va,'+ bs*  cos ( -^ - 4» ) 
••i 

where tan <j>s ■ bs /as . In this form we see that <f>s ' ks » + $s, where k8 is 
the wave aumber 27r/|_soorresponding to the period T/2SJ and 8% is the phase of 
this component at t ■ 0, x ■ 0. By Fourier analysis we find both b8 and as 
and hence <p%  for two different values of x.  Subtracting we get ksD, D being 
the horizontal distance between elements which is 3.47 ft. in our case.  From 
this we can oompute the water depth sinoe the period T/2s is known. 

This process was applied to a finite wave train whioh lasted for 13.5 sec. 
(see Figure 4).  For a component wave having a period of 1.5 secon.s the com- 
puted depth was 2.18 feet.  Of course many more oases would have to be 
analyzed before definite statements as to the success of the method could be 
made. However, it appears likely on the basis of this single example that 
the depth oan be computed if one has complete information. Unfortunately 
this information is lacking in the data usually gathered for depth determi- 
nation purposes. 

Wave Crest Velocities on a Sloping Beach 

In deep water the crest velocity is independent of depth and therefore 
independent of bottom slope.  The effeot of depth on the velocity increases 
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as the depth decreases, being largest in the very shallow water. We shall, 
therefor«, investigate the effect of beach slope on crest velooity in shallow 
water, and if it is negligibly small here it will also be negligible in 
deeper water. 

Explioit formulae are available for describing the motion of small 
amplitude shallow water waves on a beach of constant slope(5). Progressive 
waves traveling toward shore with crests parallel to the shore line have a 
surfaoe profile whioh can be expressed in terms o** the regular and singular 
Be88el functions J0 and Y0 in the form 

17 ( x, t) - A [ cos ( a-1 - € )  Y0 (z) + sin ( a t - e ) J0 (I) ] 

where Z = 2^/°^  ,  q is the beach slope, €   the phase angle, A the oonstant 

amplitude factor, m = <r2/g , <T -  Zir/T, T is the wave period and x is the 

horizontal distance measured out from the shore line.  If we denote x0 the 

x-value of a wave crest, then   d V   (x0,t) » 0,  or 
d x 

cos [at - € ) Y0 '(z0) + sin ( o-1 - € ) J0 ' (z0 ) ■ 0 , 

the prime denoting differentiation with respeot to the argument 2 and z0 • 

2 v -q    .   This equation defines x0 implicitly as a function of t.     Thus  the 
orest velooity is 

a' rj   (Xo,t) 
d x.   _          du  dt Q-             sin (o-t-f) YQMZQ) + cos (o~ t-f) J0'(z0) 

Jc '        «* t          <3Z 77   (x0)t) y^~    ~   cos(o-t-€)Y0"(z0) + sin (o-t-e)Jo"(z0) 

dx"2"^- q *° 

V, t _ 

'   ^gh        J0'(z0) Y0"(z0)-J0"(z0) Y0'(Z0)      * 

Employing some identities  for  Bessel functions   (see  (6),  p.  76)  this can be 
written in the form 

Vc ■ Vgh" (J,2(z0) + Y,2 (z0))    ^ . 

For largs, zQ we have approximately (see  (6),  p.   224) 

v,.,/F   I   {i-3-S—(t«-i>}  ^^r 
m=o    *■ J      £     Zo 

z -/Ö*   { I +  2zJ-22 I! ~  2*-z4-24-2!   H        } 
where  (1,0)  = 1     (l,m) ■ (4-l2) (4-3') (4-(2m-1)2)       for m >0. 

2zm    m ! 
The remainder after p terms in this  series  is  of the same  sign as,  and 
numerically  less  than,   the p+l-th term.     Therefore,   the »Tor   involved in 
the use of,^/gTT as an approximation for V0 is 

15    /      q.    \ 2 
6 4   [    mx„   / J 
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To take a s^jiewhat extreme case for depth determination,   consider T =  10 sec, 
h ■ 10 ft.»  q - l/lw.     IhenAvc « 0.77 - 0.14+  ...  peroert.     If q ■ i/o and 
still  T ■ 10 sec,  h ■ 10 ft.,  then   AV0 ■ 3.06 - 2.34 + ....  percent.    We 
see that for beaohec with slopes less than l/lO the  effeot of slope is very 
small and begins  to be appreciable for slopes of about l/5. 

For slopes  larger than about 3/10 for which the  series approximation is 
no longer rapidly convergent, we write V0  in terms of the  Bessel function 

H/'Mx) . Sinoe       H,(,) (x)  •   J,   (x) +  i Y,   (x) , 

and      AVc •  ^      |H,(,) (z0)l2     -I, 

vrtiioh is plotted in Figure 5.  In this graph we find that for T = 10 sec, 
h ■ 10 ft. and q * 1/5, AV0 = 2.8 peroent while if q ■ 1/10, T ■ 10 sec, 
h - 10 ft,, AV0 

= 0.73 peroent. «ince the error in deptn is approximately 
tsd.ce the error in orest velocity, the errors in depth in these cases are 
about 5.6 peroent and 1.5 peroent, respectively.  This is still small if one 
is interested in depths to within one foot, as is usually the case for am- 
phibious landings. 

Tfave Lengths on a Sloping Bottom 

A uniform wave train progressing towards shore has a oonstant period 
independent of water depths and a orest velocity which is nearly ^gh, as 
we have just seen. However, the wave length to be associated with the measured 
period and velocity is not directly measurable,for the distance between crests 
varies continuously with depth. A method of graphical integration has been 
proposed by Johnson (7) for obtaining the observed wave lengths on a beach« 
Such calculations can be performed numerically in a somewhat different form 
as we now show. 

Let x be the horizontal distaace measured in the direction of wave 
travel direotly toward shore with origin at the "deep water point" for whioh 
h/5.12T2 ■ 0.5.  The bottom profile will be described by its Taylor series 
expansion 

x0 - x = a, h + a2 h
2 + • • • 

where xQ is the distance from shore to deep water.  Assuming that the bottom 
slope is sufficiently small, the instantaneous wavo velocity is 

r -    dx     .     L     .a     .     9T 2 w h c " TT   -  T   -  ~  "  TT tanh TT 
where L is here a fictitious  instantaneous wave  length. 

Consider a wave whose  surface profile  has the form 

Tj ( X, t ) = 0   ( X ) COS ( <f>   ( X ) - <J   t ) 

where a(x) is a slowly varying function cf x.  In analogy to the interpretation 

I 
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of o for constant depth, we define the ware velooity in the general case as 

<r 9 
C ■ W X 

*■ if •►■■*- - *-x = k : fci"   or   <f>  z J       k dx +   constant. 
We ohooso the constant to be zero which amounts to choosing the phase as tero 
when x ■ 0 and t ■ 0.  Taus, 

h 
(a. + 2 a,   h + • • • ) k d h r* - 2V L   [U» 

- a, J     —j—- + 2 a2 l_o J 
Lo '1/2   T! 1/2 

where  —h» . - n c 
5.12 Tz " u-° * 

If we denote by 

L 
Lo 

we have 

7V - a, S (£) + 2 a2 L0 R (£)  + • ■ • . 
d> 

The quantity i '/T , whioh might bo called the wave length index, takes 
on integral values only at the wave crests for t ■ 0. Henoe by computing 
the integrals as functions of h/L0 we can determine the orest positions for 
t ■ 0, or more generally for arbitrary t by subtracting t/T and thus we 
determine the wave lengths.  The functions S /-— \ and R (*L_\ are tabulated 
in Table 1. \^ol \ZQI 

If the wave length changes slowly with depth, as for a very flat beaoh, 
the integrals can be estimated and we find approximately that the computed 
wave length is associated with the water depth midway between orests.  The 
crest positions and thus the wave lengths involved can be used together with 
the assumed period to compute a depth from the equation 

- 9 ■*■     tonn     • 

This depth can be compared directly with the known depth midway between 
orests, or by interpolation the wave length at a orest can be compared with 
the depth there.,  The latter comparison is made in Table 2 for beaoh slopes 
of l/40 and l/lOO and wave periods of 20, 15, 10 and 5 seconds-.  The actual 
error in these cases is quite small.  There is a noticeable increase in 
error with inorease in beach slope. 

A similar calculation has been made for a parabolic beach profile whioh 
rather closely fits the profile sounded at Davenport, California (Figure 6). 
In Table 3 the computed depth is compared with the depth beneath a orest for 
wave periods of 20, 15, 10 and 5 second.«.  The error increases rapidly with 
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depth* raflooting th« rapid increase of the quadratic term in the equation of 
the beach profile. Recalling, however, that in the actual case of the Davenport 
beaoh the agreement between the parabola cud the sounded profile la reasonably 
good only over the depth range of 0 to 40 feet, the final agreement is quite 
good. 

Short-orested Waves 

Waves are called short-orestea when their height varies transversely to 
their direction of propagation.    Long-orested waves on the other hand have 
long straight orests  characteristic of swell from.a distant storm«     It ia found 
that winds blowing in a single  direction can raise short-crested waves traveling 
in this  direction^    Since all ooean waves are more or less  short-crested it iv 
oüstomary to reserve the name short-crested for waves for whioh the distanoe 
between consecutive heights is of the same order of magnitude in any direc- 
tion.     Jhe motion of periodic short-orested waves has been investigated by the 
author (°/in some  detail,, beginning with the hydrodynamio equations.     Fbr waves 
of small steepness a periodio  snort-crested wave can be represented as the  sum 
of two periodio long-orested waves intersecting at an angle, both waves having 
the  same height and period.     Thus a simple derivation of the wave velocity 
formula is made possible by basing'it on the formula for long-orested waves. 

To a first approximation,  for whioh the waveheight to wavelength ratio 
is  small,  the surface elevation of a short-orested wave can be written in the 
form 

17 ( x, y, t) =  a  cos ( 
27T 

X   — 
27rt 

COS ÄJL 
U 

where x, y are horizontal  coordinates measured in the direotion of and per- 
pendicular to the direotion of propagation, respectively,  L is  the wave- 
length in the direotion of travel, L'  is the wavelength at right angles to 
this,  T is the wt^ve period,   and a is  the amplitude.     This can be written in 
the form 

.»<■. y,t)=f cos (27r(f- + fr) - ^) +£cos(2*(A-£)-AfL) 

whioh demonstrates  that a short-crested wave can be represented as  the  sum 
of two long-crested waves.     The  first, ^.ong-orested oomponent wave above 
has  crests parallel to the  line y -    ■=— x    while  the  second has orests 
parallel to  the line y = ill x .    Let L0,o0 and T be the wavelength, velocity 
and period of one of the Tong-orested waves,  and c and T the velooity and 
period of the short-orested wave.    Denoting by 2 a    the angle between the two 
lines of orests,  we see from the  sketch below 

that Ln ■ L 

C = 

oos a s L' sin   a  •     Therefore 

L           L0 I         .       C6 

T           T co$ a          cos  a 
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In water of constant depth,h,  the  velocity of a  long-crested wave is  given by 

f* tanh 
2  7T   h 

Substituting for 0o and L0 in terms of L and L* we find that 

C2 = _i_L 
Ztr cos a tanh 

2 w  h 
L cos a = -!V^ + eb)! ^(i^v^f) 

whioh is the  formula derived in an earlier report by the author'**) directly 
from the hydrodynamio equations.     This formula has been, applied by Ifoffittv*) 
to aerial photographs of waves at Clatsop Spit,  Oregon.     It appears that 
for  the purpose of depth determination the waves used were praotioally long- 
crested although they appear at first  sight to be  short-crested.     It appears 
from considerations in the following section that in the depths of interest 
for amphibious operations waves are nearly always  long-crested if they have 
periods larger than about 5 seconds. 

Refraotion of Short-crested Waves 

Short-crested waves can arise on a sloping beach either as the direct 
result of long-orested waves  approaching the beach from different storm 
areas or by selective refraction of long-orested waves  coming from a distant 
storm area and having a broad frequency spectrum.     Consider a regular short- 
crested wave system mado up in deep water of two sinusoidal wave trains 
whioh approaoh the shore line with crests making angles of a and 180c-Q 
with this line as shown below 

SHORELINE 

Let L,   L1  be  the wavelengths of the  short-orested wave in direotions parallel 
and perpendicular to the shore line,  respectively.     The ratio D/L measures the 
extent to whioh the waves are short-crested.     Waves for which L'/L is near 
unity are called short-orested while  if L'/L is much larger than one the waves 
are  called long-crested.     The initial value of the ratio in deep water is 
(L'/L) ■ cot  ao  ,   <3o being the value of   a    for deep water conditions.    Using 
Snail's law for the refraction and published tables of funotions   it h/L0    we 
have plotted L'/L us a function of h/Lo and h/L in Figure  7.    As an example 
we find from this  graph that a sl.ort-orested wave of 13 second period,  having 
L'A " 1 in deep water will have approximately L'/L ■ 4 for h ■ 22 ft.  and 
L»A ■ 6 for h » 11 ft.     If we limit the region of  interest for depth de- 
termination to depths less  than 25 feet,   the error  in ddpth due to neglect- 
ing the short-orested nature of the waves will be  of the order  of 3 peroent 
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for a 16 seoond period.  These results are In rough agreement with the re- 
sults presented by Side and Panton (9) who find that short orested waves 
attain the value L1 /L  ■ 5 at d/h  of about l/l3. 

According to Snell's law the refraction of a wave on a sloping beaoh 
depends on the period of the wave and the depth of water as well as on the 
initial angle of approach.  Thus by seleotive refraotion an irregular long- 
ores ted wave approaching a beach in a direction other than at normal in- 
cidence will be separated into a series of long-crested waves moving in dif- 
ferent directions toward the beaoh.  In shallower water the wave pattern will 
again tend to be long-crested since all component waves tend to align them- 
selves with the shoreline«  In Fig. 8 we have platted the angular divergence, 
A a , of drests for two waves having periods 5 sec. apart beginning with T =4,9 
and ending with T g 10,15 for initial angles of 50° and 70°.  For the shallow 
depths of direct concern in amphibious operations one sees again that there is 
little divergence of crests, the waves being nearly long-orested. 

Conclusions 

These studies result in several important ruled for selecting partioular 
waves from a complex wave system whose analysis should lead to improved re- 
sults in depth determination,  it is shown that high waves will probably give 
more consistent results than low waves in the same system.  Long period waves 
are preferable to short period waves for analysis since the depth is relatively 
insensitive to period in such oases. 

Factors complicating the analysis include the effect of beach slope, 
short-crested wave patterns, change in form of the wave orests, and contin- 
uous variation of wave-length with depth.  It is shown that for beach slopes 
of less than about l/lO the crest velooity of small amplitude waves in shallow 
water is independent of slope and depends only-on the depth immediately below 
a crest.  Since the effeot of depth decreases as the depth increases, the 
errors due to neglect of slope in the wave velocity formula should be negli- 
gible for slopes less than l/lC.  For these cases the measured wave length can 
be rather accurately associated with the depth midway between crests, and the 
wavelength at a crest can be obtained by linear interpolation. Since waves 
of any sufficiently large period move with the same velooity, vßhf  in ▼•*"¥ 
shallow water, individual wave orests maintain their identity near shore and 
thus oan be followed for purposes of depth determination. Me  have seen that 
orest velocities generally depend on wave amplitudes which are not obtainable 
directly from the usual aerial photographs.  If complete surface time histories 
are available, the depth could probably be computed exactly as is shown in a 
single example.  Thus the exact analysis is impossible due to _ack of suf- 
ficient data; but if the suggestions listed above are followed it is believed 
that sufficiently accurate results can be obtained. 
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Table of Funotions 

t 

Table 1 

and      R (t) = /^ 
h 
L0 s(c) «(i) h s(fc) "(fc) 

h 
Lo s(r.) o 

.50 0 0 .115 .41370 .12406 .025 .56876 .13419 

.49 0.01004 .00498 .110 .42044 .12482 .024 .57137 .13426 

.48 0.02008 .00984 .105 .42729 .12555 • 023 .57404 .13432 

.47 0.03013 .01461 .100 .43427 .12626 .022 .57677 .13438 

.46 0.04019 .01929 .098 .43710 .12654 .021 .57955 .13443 

.45 0.05025 .05387 .096 .43995 .12683 .020 .58240 v13450 

.44 0r 06033 .02836 .094 .44283 .12709 .019 .58532 .13454 
1.43 0.07041 .03274 .092 .44573 .12737 .018 .58831 .13461 
.42 0.08050 .03703 .090 .44866 .12764 .017 .59139 .13466    . 
.41 0.09060 .04122 .038 .45161 .12796 .016 .59455 .13471 
.40 0.10072 .04531 .086 .45458 .12816 .015 .59781 .13477 
.39 0.11085 .04933 .084 .45759 .12842 .014 .60117 .13482 
.38 0.12100 .05323 .082 .46063 .12867 .013 .60465 .13486 
.37 0.13117 .05704 .080 .46369 .12891 .012 .60827 .13491 
.36 0.14136 .06076 .078 .46679 .12915 .011 .61204 .13495 
.35 0.15157 .06439 .076 .46991 .12941 .010 .61598 .13499 
.34 0.16181 .06742 .074 .47308 .12963 .009 .62011 .13503 
.33 0.17207 .071353 .072 .47627 .12987 .008 .,62448 .13507 
.32 0.18238 .07470 .070 .47951 • .13010 .007 .62912 .13510 
.31 0.19272 .07796 .068 .48279 .13033 .006 .6341x .13514 
.30 0.20310 .08113 .066 .48610 .13056 .005 .63962 .13517 
.29 0.21352 .08420 .064 .48946 .13077 .0046 .64253 .13518 
.28 0.22400 .08719 .062 ,49287 .13099 .0040 .64561 .13520    j 
.27 0.23454 .09010 .060 .49632 .13120 .0035 .64888 .13521 
.26 0.24515 .09290 .058 .49982 .13139 .0030 .65240 .13522 
.25 0.25582 .09563 .056 .50338 .13161 .0025 .65623 .13523 
.24 0.26658 .09826 .054 .50699 .13181 .0023 .65786 .13523 
.23 0.27743 .10081 .052 .51066 .13199 .0021 .65957 .13524 
.22 0.28838 .10328 .050 .51439 .13219 .0019 .66135 .13524 
.210 0.29944 .10565 .048 .51819 .13238 .0017 .66324 .13524 
.205 0.30502 .10681 ' .046 .52207 .13255 .0015 .66524 .13525 
.200 0.31063 .10794 .044 .52302 ,13274 .00^4 -66629 .13525 
.195 0.31627 .10906 .042 .53005 .13290 .0013 .66737 .13525 
.190 0.32196 .11016 .040 .53416 .13307 .0012 .66851 .13525 
.185 0.32768 .11123 .039 .53626 .13315 .0011 .66969 .13525 
.180 0.33345 1.11228 .038 .53838 .13324 .0010 .67092 .13525 
.175 0.33926 .11331 .037 .54052 .13332 .0009 .67222 .13525 
.170 0,34511 .11433 .036 .54269 .13340 .0008 .67334 .13525 
.165 0.35102 .11532 .035 .54489 .13347 .0007 .67504 .13526 
.160 0.35698 .11629 .034 .54712 .13355 .0006 .67661 .13526 
.155 0.36300 .11723 .033 .54938 .13363 .0005 .67832 .13526 
.150 0.36907 .11816 .032 .55167 .13370 .0004 .68020 .13526 
.145 0.37522 .11906 .031 .55400 .13378 .0003 .68234 .13526 
.140 0.30143 .119'5 .030 .55636 .13385 .0002 .68488 .13526 
.135 0.38771 .12082 .029 .55876 .13392 .0001 .68818 .13526 
.130 0.39407 .12166 .028 .56119 .13398 .0000 .69616 .13526 
.125 0.40052 .12248 .027 .56367 .13406 
.120 0.40706 .12328 .026 .56619 .13412 



TABLE   II 

COMPARISON OF TRUE AND COMPUTED DEPTHS  FOR STRAIGHT BEACHES OF SLOPE a 

«■  1/40 

T ■ 20 T = 15 I =  10 T = 5 
True Computed True Computed True    Computed True Computed 

d d d d d d d d 

1024.0 1024.0 576.0 576.0 256.0 256.0 64.0 64.0 
970.8 973.0 546.0 547.3 242.7 243.3 60.7 60.8 
915.5 922.1 514.4 518.7 228.9 230.5 57.2 57.6 
868.4 871.3 488.4 490.1 217.1 217.8 54.3 54.5 
817.2 820.7 459.6 461.6 204.3 205.2 51.1 51.3 
766.0 770.2 430.8 433.2 191.5 192.5 47.9 48.1 
718.8 720.0 404.4 405.0 179.7 180.0 44.9 45.0 
667.6 670.0 375.6 376.9 166.9 167.5 41.7 41.9 
619.5 620.5 348.5 349.0 154.9 155.1 38.7 38.9 
570.4 571.5 320.8 321.5 142.6 142.9 35.6 35.7 
520.6 523.2 292.8 294.3 130.2 130.8 32.5 32.7 
473.9 475.6 266.6 267.5 118.5 118.9 29.6 29.7 
427.6 429.1 240.5 241.3 106.9 107.3 26.7 26.8 
382.2 383.7 215.0 215.8 95.5 95.9 23.9 24.0 
338.2 339.7 190.2 191.1 84.5 84.9 21.1 21.2 
296.3 297.3 166.7 167.2 74.1 74.3 18.5 18.6 
255.6 256.8 143.8 144.5 63.9 64.2 16.0 16.1 
217.3 218.5 122.3 122.9 54.3 54.6 13.6 13.7 
181.3 182.5 102.0 102.6 45.3 45.6 11.3 11.4 
148.0 149.1 83.2 83.9 37.0 37.3 9.2 9.3 
117.4 118.6 66.0 66.7 29.4 29.6 7.3 7.4 
90.1 91.2 50.7 51.3 22.5 22.8 5.6 5.7 
66. C 67.0 37.1 37.7 16.5 16.8 4.1 4.2 
45.3 46.4 25.5 26.1 11.3 11.6 2.8 2.9 
ae.s 29.4 15.9 16.5 7.1 7.3 1.8 1.8 
15.1 16.2 8.5 9.1 3.8 4.0 0.9 1.0 
5.9 6.8 3.3 3.8 

<X= l/l 

1.5 

00 

1.7 0.4 0.4 

1024.0 
1007.6 
987.1 
954.4 
940.0 
915.5 
892.9 
882.7 
872.4 
845.8 
816.1 
796.7 
778.2 
761.7 
716.8 
701.8 
680.6 
658.8 
639.0 
621.0 

1024.0 
1003.6 
983.2 
962. 8 
942.5 
922.1 
901.8 
881.5 
861.2 
840.9 
820.7 
800.4 
780.3 
760.1 
720.0 
699.9 
680.0 
660.1 
640.3 
620.5 

576.0 
566.8 
555.3 
536.5 
528.8 
514.9 
502.3 
496.5 
490.8 
475.8 
459.1 
448.1 
437.8 
428.5 
403.2 
394.8 
382.8 
370.6 
359.4 
349.3 

576.0 
564.5 
553.1 
541.6 
530.1 
518.7 
5U7.3 
495.8 
484.4 
473.0 
461.6 
450.2 
438.9 
42 7.6 
405.0 
393.7 
382.5 
371.3 
360.1 
349.0 

256.0 
251.9 
246.8 
238.6 
235.0 
228.9 
223.2 
220.7 
218.1 
211.5 
204.0 
199.2 
194.6 
190.5 
179.2 
175.5 
170.1 
164.7 
159.7 
155.2 

256.0 
250.9 
245.8 
240.7 
235.6 
230.5 
225.4 
220.4 
215.3 
210.2 
205.2 
200.1 
195.1 
190.0 
180.0 
175.0 
170.0 
165.0 
160.0 
155.1 

64.0 
63.0 
61.7 
59.6 
58,8 
57.2 
55.8 
55.2 
54.5 
52.9 
51.0 
49.8 
48.6 
47.6 
44.8 
43.9 
42.5 
41.2 
39.9 
38.8 

64.0 
62.7 
61.5 
60.2 
58.9 
57.6 
56.4 
55.1 
53.8 
52.6 
51.3 
50.0 
48.8 
47.5 
45.0 
43.7 
42.5 
41.3 
40.0 
38.8 



Table II cont'd. 

a = 1/100 
20 T = 15 T - 10 

True Computed True    Computed True Computed True COB: ated 
d i d d 

338.7 

d 

338.0 

d 

150.5 

d 

150.2 

d 

37.6 

i 
J, 

602.1 600.8 37.6 
580.8 581.3 326.7 327.0 145.2 145.3 36.3 3 5,3 
561.5 581.8 315.8 316.0 140.4 140.4 35.1 31,1 
542.4 542.4 305.1 305.1 135.6 135.6 33.9 33,9 
521.6 523.2 293.4 294.3 130.4 130.8 32.6 22  7 
502.8 504.1 282.8 283.5 125.7 126.0 31.4 31 5 
485.4 485.1 273.0 272.9 121-3 121.3 30.3 3? Z 
447.6 447.6 251.8 251.8 111.9 111.9 28.0 28,0 
429.9 429.1 241.8 241.3 107.5 107.3 26.9 26,8 
410.7 410.7 231.0 231.0 102.7 102.7 25.7 £5„7 
392.2 392.6 220.6 220.9 98.0 98.2 24.5 2 4,5 
374.0 374.8 210.4 210.8 93.5 93.7 23.4 2 3,4 
357.4 357.1 201.0 200.9 89.3 89.3 22.3 12.3 
339.6 339.7 191.0 191.1 84.9 84.3 21.2 11,2 
322.3 322.5 191.8 181.4 80.6 80.6 20.1 ::o,2 
305.5 305.6 171.9 171.9 76.4 76.4 19.1 :.9 r. 1 
288,6 289.1 162.3 162.6 72.1 72.3 w.o 18.1 
273.3 272.8 153.7 153.4 08.S 68.2 17.1 17.0 
256.4 256.8 144.2 144.4 64.1 64.2 16.0 :.6. i 
240.9 241.2 135.5 135.7 60.2 60.3 15.1 .5. L 
226.3 226.0 127.3 127.1 56.6 56.5 14.1 -.4.1 
211.4 211.1 118.9 118.7 52.8 52.8 13.2 18. ;J 
196.7 196.5 110.6 110.6 49.2 49.1 12.3 :.2.;5 
182.3 182.5 102.6 102.6 45.6 45.6 11.4 1.1.4 
168.9 168.8 95.0 94.9 42.2 42.2 10.6 10.« 
155.3 155.5 87.4 87.5 38.8 38.9 9.7 9.7 
142.5 142.7 80.2 80.3 35.6 35.7 8.9 8. ;i 
130.3 130.4 73.3 73.4 32.6 32.6 8.1 8.:; 
118.3 118.6 66.5 66.7 29.6 29.6 7.4 7.4 
106.9 107.2 60.1 60.3 26.7 26.8 6.7 6,1 
96.1 96.4 54.1 54.2 24.0 24.1 6.0 6.C 
86.1 86.1 48.4 48.4 21.5 21.5 5.4 5.4 
76.2 76.3 42.9 42.9 U,0 19.1 4.8 4.8 
66.8 67.0 37.6 37.7 16.7 16.8 4.2 4 *? 
58.3 58.3 32.8 32.8 14.6 14.6 3.6 S.t 
50.1 50.2 28.2 28.2 12.5 12.6 3.1 Oo * 

42.4 42,7 23.9 24.0 10.6 10.7 2.7 2.? 
35.5 35.7 20.0 20.1 8.9 8,9 2.2 2.2 
29.2 29.4 16.4 16.5 7.3 7.3 1.8 l.S 
23.5 23.6 13.2 13.3 5.9 5.9 1.5 1,5 
18.3 18.5 10.3 10.4 4.6 4.6 1.1 1>2 
13.7 13.7 7.7 7.9 3,4 3.5 0.86 0.87 
9.8 10.1 5,5 5.7 2.5 2.5 0.61 o.6;i 
6.6 6.8 3.7 3.8 1.6 1.7 0.41 0.4.'i 
4.0 4.2 2.3 2.4 1.0 1.0 0.25 0. 2(1 
1.99 2.19 1.12 1.23 0.50 0.55 0.12 0.1<: 

0.63 0.84 0.36 0,47 0.16 0„21 0.04 0.01 



TABLE  III 

COMRiRISOM OP TRUE AND COMPETED DEPTHS  FOR A PARABOLIC  BEACH 

! 

T ■ 6 sec. T ■ 

True 

10isec. 

Computed 

T = 15 seo. T    = 20     AAO. 

True Computed True Computed True Computed 
depth depii depth depth depth depth depth depth 

d (i d d d d d d 

.4 1.2 3.6 2.1 
1.3 1,1 4.3 3.8 10.0 9.1 10.3 8.7 
2.7 2.£ 8.6 8.1 17.4 16.6 20.3 19.4 
4.4 3.4 13.3 12.9 24.8 23.9 30.3 28.6 
6.4 €.2 18.1 17.9 32.0 30.7 39.5 38.4 
8.5 M 23.0 23.0 38.9 38.8 48.9 48.7 

10.7 10.6 27.8 27.9 46.0 47.0 57.6 55.5 
12.9 l'-!.6 32.5 32.1 52.5 51.8 65.9 67.5 
15.1 U>.1 37.0 36.4 58.9 58.9 74.3 73.8 
17.3 1".4 41.4 41.2 65.1 65.7 81.9 80.8 
19.5 liJ.2 45.6 45.3 71.1 72.1 89.7 92.1 
21. 5 C.I 49.8 49.8 77.0 75.9 97.1 100.3 
23.7 2: ».6 53.9 54.1 82.5 81.3 102.4 104.2 
25.7 21*. 5 57.9 57.1 88.0 86.8 111.2 106.8 
27.6 21-1.0 61.7 61.9 93.3 92.9 118.0 119.3 
29.6 »).7 65.5 66.3 98.6 100.8 124.7 124.1 
31.4 31.2 69.2 69.2 103.8 103.4 131.1 127.8 
33.3 313.9 72. Ö 73.2 108.7 109.2 137.4 140.8 
35.0 31.6 76.3 76.7 118.1 132.8 143.8 142.7 
36.8 3i:.6 79.7 79.0 118.4 115.3 149.7 149.7 
38.4 3 s!,3 83.1 82.7 123.1 125.7 155.9 149.0 
40.1 4H.0 86.4 86.0 127.9 137.6 161.4 160.6 
41.8 4:». 9 89.6 89.2 132.6 144.7 167.5 174.5 
43.4 44.9 92.8 93.2 137.2 139.8 173.1 157.6 
44.9 43.5 95.9 97.2 141.6 136.8 178.4 146.0 
46.5 43.8 99.0 97.5 145.8 138.1 183.3 181.6 
48.0 4 5.3 101.9 99.6 150.0 142.1 189.4 231.9 
49.4 61.7 107.5 105.8 154.1 152.7 195.0 197.2 
50.9 51.0 107.8 153.2 154.1 200.1 
52.3 52.4 162.3 157.7 
53.7 £9.7 166.3 171.2 
55.0 £2.4 " 170.0 183.2 
E»6«4 £1.0 174.4 177.2 
67.7 £1.3 
69. o 
eoj T7.1 
61. b !7.1 
62.8 '2.5 
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